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and encourage and support the exploration ot
further opportunities for interactivity using
comnputer-mediated communications (ie. the
Internet);

*establish "cultural alliances" with like-minded.
States (le. France, Australia).

On general questions concerning content
regulation, some participants argued that
regulation can always be circumvented, and that it
is more appropriate to facilitate market-driven
forms of exchange. Another suggested that the
governiment think in terms of setting parameters,
rather than determining content. On thie other
hand, a nuinber of others argued that the
government must play a leading role ini sheltering
and facilitating cultural expression and exchange.
One participant emphasized the importance of
encouraging Canadians' creatîvity, both in
stinuilating the evolution of Canadian culture and
in showcasing it abroad.

Several of the participants expressed the opinion
that public consultation, including fora such as
this one, are essential to the development of
foreign policy that is both practicallY informed

economic development both entail a commitment
to the construction of a sophisticated global
communication infrastructure and to the extension
of access to communications technologies.

After some debate, the group's participants agreed
to a set of principles regarding "access" which
should inform, Canadian foreign policy:

" universal access to communications is an
integral part of democratic politics;

" access involves much more than the
opportunity to purchase communications
technologies. It involves opportunities to make
informed use of whatever technolo gies are
relevant to one's individual and community
goals, regardless of social or economic status.
It also involves opportunities to receive relevant
training, the provision of services in the user's
own language, and the maintenance of
platforms for democratic exchange;

" it is important, in thinking about promoting
access to communications technologies, to be
sensitive to the diversity of cultural values and
to avoid imposing our values and priorities on
others.

The subsequent discussion generated a number of
policy recommendations, both general and
specific. Many lent qualified support to one
participant's initial proposal for the organization
of interactive communications systems to be


